The importance of bereavement cognitions on grief symptoms: Applications of cognitive processing therapy.
The experience of bereavement and trauma share some overlapping features, such as changes in the cognitive processing of information. This article explored the extent to which cognitive processes during bereavement influence coping outcomes in relation to grief in a sample of university students who had been previously bereaved (N = 104). First, we examined differences in bereavement outcomes based on whether cognitive processes associated with the bereavement were accommodated (n = 55), over-accommodated (n = 25), or assimilated (n = 24). Results indicate that grief-related outcomes significantly differed as a result of cognitive processes. We then compared the degree to which these cognitive processes accounted for grief outcomes in individuals with high and low grief symptoms. In individuals with low grief levels, both depressive symptoms and grief cognitions significantly accounted for grief levels. However, in individuals with high grief levels, only cognitive processes significantly accounted for levels of grief. Results from this study underscore the importance of examining cognitive processes during bereavement. Future research should further examine the underlying mechanisms that contextualize both the bereavement and cognitive processes surrounding the loss. Finally, results from this study highlight the associated cognitive processing of information as a potential topic for targeted treatment in bereavement.